
Generalized Model Training Subject Matter Training

Knowledge Machine
Client-speci�c
User Interfaces

Numerical

Machine
Translation

Unstructured
Raw Data

Coreference
Resolution

very labor 
intensive process

a machine whose job involves handling or using information

speech recognition

too slow to deep dive
into company or topic area

built on top of general model

plug numbers into
natural language

as needed

one size �ts allwhy google search UI 
has never changed

professional services

no Google Healthcare
or Google Cancer, etc...

search engine

build once, serve
billions of users

general solutions perfect for...translation
autocorrect

autocomplete
conversations

automated speech
summarization

too complex to customize

etc...

consultants, integrators, etc.
but you start with mega-system,
it’s expensive and in cloud

can process new
data in almost

real-time

embed NLP engine
at the client site

crawls through company data

highly reusable components

single engine,
many clients

Text
Categorization

Syntactic
Parsing

Complex Transformers

GPT-3 MT-NLG BERT DEEPMIND OPENAI

Super-fast Transformer

Speci�c Use Cases

Part-of-Speech
Tagging

Named Entity
Recognition Smart

Speaker

In-system
Interaction

Chatbot

Expertise
Finder

Personal
Assistant

Feature
Engineering

Automatic
Summaries

Records
Analysis

person, 
organization, date, 
location, time, etc.

nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, 

adverbs, etc.

structure, 
organization,

categorization, etc.

modi�cation of text 
from one language 

to another

�nding all 
expressions that refer 

to the same entity

relationships 
between tokens 

governed by rules

Help citizens navigate
government services

Employees �nd experts
& answers faster

Connect users &
share information

Summarize research &
share with academics

Drive better clinical
decision support

clinical trial matching
phenotyping/biomarker

virtual therapy

document management
writing/scribe tools

computer-assisted code

fraud detection
resume evaluation

sta� satisfaction

request processing
report generation
comment analysis

language translation
recommend engine
target advertising

claims management
�nancial reporting
credit worthiness

market intelligence
brand monitoring

service personalization

fact checking
spam �ltering

sentiment analysis

legal discovery
owner validation

data privacy

Build and guide
�nancial literacy

Online customer
service chatbot

Social media
content moderation

Contracts &
Regulations


